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Recognition Of E. Germany Not Meant By Test Ban, Shroeder Assured By U.K.

LORD HORN, British Foreign Secretary, was told by West German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer that the German test ban treaty does not imply any west German recognition of the German Democratic Republic.

The two Ministers met at the Foreign Office today at the beginning of a two days conference. The meeting lasted for an hour and a half.

The meeting was held at Mr. Shroeder's request and the talks were expected to be wide ranging.

Mr. Shroeder told Mr. Adenauer that the new Treaty on non-proliferation of nuclear武器 had been concluded with the Russian Union and the United States but not with the German Democratic Republic.

Mr. Shroeder had written to Mr. Adenauer last week to ask for a meeting to discuss the testing of nuclear weapons and the new treaty.

Mr. Adenauer was reported to have told Mr. Shroeder that the West German Government was also interested in discussing the position of the German Democratic Republic.

China Rejects Soviet Views On Nuclear Test Ban

TOYOKO, Aug. 15 (AP) -- People's Republic of China has rejected a recent Soviet proposal for a partial nuclear test ban, according to a report from Peking.

Mr. Shroeder rejected the Soviet offer to start negotiations on a partial nuclear test ban on the grounds that it would give the United States a testing advantage.

Mr. Shroeder also said the Soviet Government's proposal was based on the wrong premise that the United States would refuse to sign a comprehensive test ban.

The Chinese proposal would allow for secret tests on a limited scale.
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West Germany Wants NATO Council's Discussions On East-West Inspection Plan

West Germany on Friday asked the NATO countries to use the next meeting of their military council to discuss inspection plans for East-West relations. Germany is particularly concerned about a possible German military inspection to Afghanistan, which could be seen as an act of aggression.

No Pakistani Wheat To Be Sent To Afghanistan

The government on Thursday announced that it would not send wheat to Afghanistan, in response to the diplomatic row over the Pakistani embassy incident.

Syria Accuses Israel Of "Extraordinary Troop Buildup" Along Syrian Border

Syria has accused Israel of building up its forces along the border, threatening a showdown that could escalate tensions in the region.

In 1963, Kheir Abbas, the former foreign minister of the United Arab Republic, died in a car accident in Cairo. He was known for his role in foreign affairs and had a significant impact on the region's politics.
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The government on Thursday announced that it would not send wheat to Afghanistan, in response to the diplomatic row over the Pakistani embassy incident.

Syria Accuses Israel Of "Extraordinary Troop Buildup" Along Syrian Border

Syria has accused Israel of building up its forces along the border, threatening a showdown that could escalate tensions in the region.

The statement issued by the Syrian government on Wednesday night blamed the Israeli military buildup on the border with Lebanon for threatening peace in the region. The statement claimed that the buildup was a threat to the security of Syria and Lebanon and called for an international conference to address the issue.

The statement was a response to a recent Israeli military buildup along the border, which has raised concerns about a possible confrontation. The Syrian government has repeatedly warned Israel to halt its activities along the border, which it claims is an infringement of its sovereignty.

The statement also criticized the United States and other Western countries for not taking strong action against Israel, saying that they were complicit in the situation.

An observatory in Indonesia was scheduled to operate in the new observatory. The observatory would be used to conduct research on the atmosphere and climate, and to monitor natural phenomena such as volcanoes and tsunamis. The observatory was expected to be operational within a year.